Non-deterministic individual responses to receptor-selective opioid agonists.
To assess within a single rat strain individual variability of analgesic responses to sub-ED50 doses of receptor-selective opioids, we measured: 1) tail flick latency (TFL) responses after intrathecal (ith) injection of delta, mu, and kappa agonists administered serially; 2) TFL and tail pinch latencies (TPch) after intravenous (iv) mu and kappa agonists; and 3) TFL and TPch after iv agonists of mu or combined mu + delta selectivity. Mean values in each study confirmed an analgesic response, but individual TFL and TPch responses were chaotic and, within each study, rank order correlations between TFL and TPch values within or between drugs were insignificant. Our results suggest a hypothesis that such responses are intrinsically nondeterministic because--resembling other complex dynamic systems--they are generated by stochastic receptor-transmitter interactions that in turn evoke a series of nonlinearly coupled cellular and neural events.